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Capital market assumptions project the portfolio’s expected return over the long run:
Capital market assumptions are long term forecasts of investment return and risk (standard
deviation) for each asset class, as well as forecasts of correlation with between asset
classes. These factors drive the Monte Carlo modeling described above. Many investment
managers and consultants release their capital market assumptions on an annual basis, with interim
updates when market volatility warrants. Such assumptions are specific to each firm’s market
outlook and, when applied to a portfolio’s asset allocation targets, will show with a level of confidence
the expected range of returns that will result if the capital market assumptions come to fruition.
VPIC’s current target portfolio, using its current consultant’s (RVK) capital market assumptions, is
expected to generate a long-term (10-year) return of 6.5%, again, if all of the capital market
assumptions in the model come to fruition. VPIC’s prior consultant’s (NEPC) capital market
assumptions led to a bifurcated expected return of 6.7% in the intermediate term (10-year) and a
long-term (30 year) of 7.2%. The pension Plans’ actuary (Segal) reviewed a representative sample
of capital market assumptions throughout the industry and recommended a range of 7%-7.25%.
While there is some dispersion among the different sources of capital market assumptions, there has
been a consistent downward trend lower over the past 20 years.
--1/31/21 CIO Report to VPIC

Returns have been volatile in recent years
During the fiscal year ended June 30, 2021, the VPIC portfolio generated
a preliminary investment return of 24.62%, well in excess of our expectations and the 7%
actuarial assumed rate of return (AROR). These results stand in stark contrast to last
year’s 4% return. While 4% fell short of both expectations and the AROR, it was a strong
result given the COVID-driven downturn and ranked well above median among our
peers. Our strong performance in both FY 2020 and 2021 is testament to the work we have
done streamlining and optimizing the portfolio to maximize long-term returns within
acceptable levels of risk and liquidity. As important, it also highlights the difficulty in
accurately forecasting investment returns. Last year’s capital market assumptions, for
example, implied an investment return of just over 7%, yet we generated an actual return of
4%. This year’s expected return was just under 6%, yet we generated a return of nearly
25%. As we have discussed, our capital market assumptions are not effective forecasters
of returns from year to year.
--7/21/21 CIO Report to VPIC

Four points are relevant as we think about portfolio design and our expectations for future returns.
1.Our capital market assumptions do not represent a budget or forecast for investment returns. Rather, they are the best
tools we have, when combined with mean-variance optimization and Monte Carlo simulations, for gaining an understanding
of how model investment portfolios should perform under a variety of economic scenarios. In contrast, the AROR is simply
a discount rate that actuaries use to determine the actuarially determined employer contribution (ADEC). While the two
are linked, they are used for entirely different purposes.
2.While investment returns can be volatile from year-to-year, we do not expect the AROR to be so. Making large changes
to the AROR based on one year’s performance would be imprudent and likely introduce unmanageable volatility into the
payment of the ADEC.
3.Capital market assumptions are one input into the establishment of the AROR. The AROR is also informed by recent
performance, inflation expectations, and other relevant factors. To the extent that the AROR proves to be either too
optimistic or too pessimistic, annual actuarial valuations and periodic actuarial experience studies are designed to calibrate
the ADEC along the way to prevent intergenerational inequities in pension funding.
4.Asset valuations are high across most asset classes as measured by most metrics. This implies lower returns going
forward. Like forecasting returns, forecasting the timing of a reversion to more normal valuation levels is very
difficult. International equities currently have lower valuations than do US equities; however, that may be the case for a
very long time. Core bond valuations are high relative to history (and interest rates low); however, that also may be the
case for a very long time.
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